Hosted PBX
Are you considering replacing your aging
phone system or opening a new location?
BullsEye Telecom’s best-in-breed BroadSoft
VoIP platform and endpoint solutions put
your voice needs in the cloud.

THE COMPLETE
PORTFOLIO

The BullsEye Way
Making the move to Hosted PBX can be complex and stressful. At BullsEye, we
understand the pitfalls and are prepared to make sure your move is ﬂawless.

1.
Network
Analysis

We know
networks and
how to identify
issues up front.
We analyze your
existing network
with current and
future needs in
mind.

2.
Tailored
Solution

3.
Thorough
Testing

4.
Professional
Deployment

5.
Single
Point of
Contact

Our VoIP
consultants
work with your
IT staﬀ to
recommend
tailored HPBX
solutions that
ﬁt your needs.

Once you select
a HPBX solution
to test, we
provide a live
demonstration
of our solution
to ensue we’ve
addressed
every need.

When your
tailored solution
is ready for
scalable
deployment, we
handle the
installation from
start to ﬁnish.

A dedicated
order manager
will oversee
the project,
coordinating to
ensure
timelines are
met.

The result? 100% successful conversions.

Fully managed,
hands-on
installation so
you don't have
to lift a ﬁnger

Interested in learning more about
hosted PBX?

IP PRI
SIP trunk
UCaaS
HOSTED PBX
ADVANTAGES
Online
management for
better hosted PBX
deployment
visibility

Scalability to easily
adjust as your
business changes

Equipment and
solutions to optimize
your existing
broadband circuits or
newly installed
BullsEye broadband
circuits for a quality
voice experience

Let’s talk.

POTS over
broadband

Mobility to
empower your
workforce

The BullsEye Diﬀerence

Controlled
migration to
Hosted PBX for a
smooth transition
to a better voice
solution

Hosted BYOD
(using your phones)

Optional
broadband
circuits that
deliver the
highest quality at
an outstanding
value

Best-in-class voice
quality
Feature-rich
Disaster recovery
to keep your data
safe
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